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Notice 
 
The PTSA Picnic is tomorrow 

Friday 16th November, from 

11am to 6pm.  

 

There will be all kinds of fun games and     

activities for you and your children to enjoy, 

as well as delicious food on offer. We look 

forward to seeing you there! 

Website of the Week:  Visit http://www.crickweb.co.uk/Early-Years.html to practise counting 

and letter sounds with your child! 

Literacy 
 

We’ve continued to focus on 

“We’re going on a Treasure 

Hunt” this week. We labelled 

our maps and thought about 

alternate endings to the story and then 

wrote them using wonderful adjectives. 

 

In Phonics, we have moved on to Phase 3 of 

‘Letters and Sounds’. Our new sounds are j 

v , w and x and our new tricky words this 

week are; we, he, be, me and was.  

 

We have also been looking at the (HFW) 

High Frequency Word will. It is good to be 

able to recognise HFW,s as they are           

common in reading and writing. 

We’re Going on a  

 Treasure Hunt 
     

We have put lots of our prior 

learning to use this week, using 

what we know about absorbent 

and waterproof  materials, together with 

what we have learnt from our  sinking and 

floating investigations and made our own 

boats using boxes and bottles from our junk 

modelling collections.  

 

We tested different materials to 

see which worked best as a 

boat and then we raced the 

boats down different inclines.  

Maths 
 

We’ve been busy 

learning about 2D 

shapes this week. 

 

We’ve been sorting,  identifying, tracing 

and describing them using appropriate 

 straight, corners, sidesvocabulary such as 

curved.and  
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Yo-ho-ho! We made pirate accessories! 

We made our own                

shape monsters! 

Do you like my 

eye patch? 

We enjoyed drawing 

boats using 2D shapes! 


